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I NATO's 40 Years of Success

1. As our Alliance celebratea  its 40th Anniversary, we measure its achievements
with pri&. Founded in mubled times to safeguard our security, It has withstood the test
of four decades,  and haa allowed our countries to enjoy in freedom ono of the longest
priods of pmco and pmpority in their history. ‘ho Alliance  has been a fbndamontal
olernont  of stability and coloperadon.  These are the fruits  of a partnership  based on
oxuhring  common vahwa and krW8Sb. and on unity of purpose.

2 Our meeting takos place at a juncture of unprecedented change and opportunities.
Tlds is a dmo to look ahead, to chart the course of our Alliance and to sot our agenda for
the fuhlro.

A Time of Change

3. In our rapidIy changing world, where ideas transcend borders over more easily,
the straqth and aCCOmphhenb  of democracy and freedom are increasingly  apparent.
Tho inherent inability of oppressive sy?toms  to fulfil the aspirations of their citizens has
become equally evident.

4. In tho Soviet Union, important changes are underway. We welcome the current
reforms that havo already led to greater openness, improved respect for human rights,
active participation of the individual, and new attitudes in foreign policy. But much
remains to be dono. Wo still look forward to the full implementation of rho announced
change in priorities  in tho allocadon of economic resources from rho military to the civil-
ian soctot. If sustained, the reforms will strenGthen  prospects for fundamental imp&&
menta in East-West relations.

S. We also welcome  the marked progress in some countries of Eastern Europe to1
warda establishing more domocradc institutions, freer elections and greater political plu-
ralism and economic choice. However, WI deplore the fact that certain Eastern European
governmonb  have chosen to ignore this reforming trend and continue all too frequently
to violate human rights and basic freedoms.

Shaping the Future

6. Our vision of a just, humane and democratic world has always underpinned the
policies of this Alliance. The changes that are now taking place are bringing us closer to
the. realisation of this visioh

/ . . .
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7. WC want to overcome the painful division of Europe, which WC have never ac-
ceptctd.  We want to move beyond the post-war period. Based on today’s momentum of .
incntaacd  co-operation and ton xrow’s common challcngcs, we seek  to shape  a now
political order of pace in Europe, We will work as Allies  to scizs all opportunities to
achicvc  this goal. But ultlmatc  suc’cess  does not dcpcnd cn us alone.

our &pliding principles in the pursuit of rhls COlArsc  will be th8 policies of the Harm01
Report in their two complomuntary  and mutually reinforcing approaches: adequate mili-
tary strength and political solidarity and, on that basis, the search for constructive dia-
log~rc and co-operation,  including arms control, as a moans of bringing  about a just and
lasting peaceful order in Europe.

8. The Alliance’s lon~tcrm objectives arc:

- to cnsurc that wars and intimidation of any kina in Europe and North America
am prevented, and that military aggressiop is an option which no government
could rationally contemplate or hope successfully to undo&, and by doins so
to lay tie foundations for a world where military forces exist solely to presc~e
the indepcndcncc and territorial integrity of their countries, as has always been
the case for the Allies;

- to establish a new pattern of nlations bctwcen the countries of East and West, in
which ideological  and military an’ rgonism will be replaced with co-operation,
trust and peaceful competition: and in which human rights and political fkedoms
will be fully guaranteed  and enjoyed by all individuals.

9. Within our larger nsponsibilities as Heads of State or Oovemment,  we are also
committed

- to strive for an international community founded on the rule of law, where all
nations join to.gether  to reduce world tensions, settle! disputes pcaccfully,  and
search for solutions to those issues of universal concern, inctudiny  poverty, social
injustice and the environment, on which our common fate depends.

/ . . .
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II Maintaining our Defence

10. Peace must bc worked for; it can never bc taken for granted. The greatly  im-
proved East-West polidcal  climate offers proqmcts  for a stable and lasting peace, but
cxpcricncc  tcachcs  us that wc must remain  prcparcd WC can overlook neither the
capabilities of the Warsaw Treaty  countries for offenaivc  military action, nor the potcn-
tial hazards resulting from scvcrc political strain and crisis.

11. A strong and united Alliance will remain fundamental not only for the security
of our countries but also for our policy of supporting political change. It is the basis for
further successful negotiations on arms control and on mcasums to strengthen  mutual
confidence tl,mugh improved uansparcncy  and predictability.  Military security and poli-
cies aimed at reducing tensions aa well as resolving underlying political differences arc
not contra&tory but complementary. Credible  defence based  on the principle of the
indivisibility of security  for all member counuios  will thus continue to bc osscntial to our
common endeavour.

12, For the foresceablc  future,  there is no alternative to the Alliance strategy for the
prcvcntion  of war. This is a strategy of deterrence based upon an appropriate mix of
adequate and cffcotiva  nuclear and conventional forces which will continue to bc kept
upkiatc whom necessary. WC shall ensum the viability and credibility of these forces,
while maintnining  them at the lowest possible level consistent with our sccuri$y  requirc-
mcnts.

13, The presence of North American conventional and nuclear forces in Europa rc-
mains vital  to the security  of Europe just as Europe’s security  is vital to that of North
America Maintenance of this relationship  nquircs that the Allies fulfil their ssscntial
commitments in support of the common defence. Each of our countries will accordingly
assume its fair sham of the risks, tiles and nsponsibilitics of the Athntic partnership.
Orowing European political unity can lead to a reinforced European componmt of our
common security effort and its efficiency. It will be essential to the success  of these
efforts to make the most effcctivc  use 9f resources made available for our security. To
this end, we will seek to maximise the efficiency of our defence programmes and pursue
solutions to issues in the area  of economic and trade policies as they affect our defence.
We will also continue to protect our technological capabilities by effective export con-
trols on essential strategic goods.
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Initiatives on Arma Control

14. &ma Control ha always been an integral part of the Alliance’s  security policy
and of its overall approach to East-West rclationa,  firmly cmkrddcd in the broadcr
political context in which WC seek  the improvement of thosa  relations.

13, The Allies  have consistently taken the lead in developing the conceptual founda-
tions for arms control, IdentiPylng  arcas  in which the negotiating partnon  share an lntcr-
cst in achieving a mutually satisfactory result while safeguarding the lcgitimatc  wcurlty
interests  of all.

16. Historic progress has been made in recent years, and WC now SW prospects for
fkther substantial advances. In our determined effort to reduce the cxccssivc weight of
the military factor ln the East-West relationship  and increasingly to rcplacc  confrontation
by co-operation, we can now exploit fully the potential oZ arms control as an agent of
change.

17. We challenge the members of the Warsaw Treaty  Organizadon  to join us in ac-
cclorat&g efforts to sign and implement an agrwmcnt which will enhance security and
stability in Europ by reducing conventional armed forces. To seize  the unique opport~
nity at hand, WC intend to present a proposal that will amplify and expand on the positilJn
wo tabled at the opanirlg of tho CFE negotiations on 9th March.“’  -WC will

- register agrcemcnt, based on the ceilings already  proposed in Vienna, on tanks,
annourcd  trip carriers and artillery pieces hold by mcmbcrs of tha two Alliances 1
in Europe, with all of the withdrawn quipmcnt to bc destroyed. Ceilings on
k&s and f.:mourcd troop carrion will bc based on proposals already  tabled in
Vienns;  definitional  questions on rutlllexy picccs  nmdn to be resolved;

c expand our current proposal to include reductions by ea?h side to aqual ceilings
at the level 15 per cent below current Alli~cc holdings of helicopters ,and of all
land-based combat aircraft in the Atlantic-to&a-Urals  zone, with all the withdrawn
equipment to be destroyed;

- propose a 20 per cent cut in combat manpower in US stationed forces, and a
resulting coiling on US and Soviet ground and air force personnel stationed
outside of national territory in the Atlantic-to-the-Urals zone at approximately
275,000. This ceiling would require the Soviet Union to reduce its forces in

(‘) France takes this opportunity to recall that,  since the mandate for the Vienna nagoristions
excludes nuclear weapons.  it r&as complete freedwn of judgemcnl and decision ngardlng  the
resources contributing to the implementation nl its independent nuclear detcmnl  strategy.
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Eastern Europe by somo 32S,OOO. United States and Soviet forces withdrawn
will be domobilized;

l seek such an agreement within six months to a yoar and accumpliih the reductions
by 1992 or 1993. Accordingly, WC havo directed the Alliance’s High Level Task
Fotce on conventional  83111s control to complete the further elaboration of this
proposal, including its verification olemcnts,  so that it may be tabled at tho
beginning of tho third round of the CFE negotiations, which opons on 7th
September 19g9,

18. Wo consider as an important initiative  Pn :sident Bush’s call for an “open skies”
regime intended to improve confidence among States through reconnaissance flights, and
to contribute to the transparency of military activity, to arms control and to public
awareness. It wil1 be the subject of car&l study and wide-ranging consultations.

19, Consistent with the principles  and objectives set out in our Comprehensive Con-
cept of Azms Control and Disarmament which WC have adopted at this meeting, we will
continue to use arms control as 8 means to enhance security and stability at the lowest
possible level of armed forces, and to strengthen cotidenco  by further appropriate moss-
ures. Wo have ‘already demonstrated our commitment to those objectives: both by
negotiations and by unilateral  action, resulting since 1979 in reductions of over one-third
of the nuclear holdings assigned to SACEUR in Europe.

Towards an Enhanced Partnership

20. As tho ‘Alliance enters its f&h decade we will meet tie challenge of shaping our
relationship in a way which corresponds to the new political and economic realities of
the 1990s. As we do so, we recognize that the basis of our security and prosperity - and
of our hopes for better East-West relations - is and will continue to be the close:  cohesion
between the countries of Europe.snd of North America, bound together by their common
values and democratic institutions as much as by their shared security interests.

21. Ours is a living and developing partnership. The strength and stability derived
from our transatlantic bond provide a firm foundation for the achievement of our long-
tctm vision, as well as of our goals for the immediate future. We recognize that our
common tasks transcend the resources of either Europe or North America alone.

22. We welcome in this regard the evolution of an increasingly strong and coherent
European identity, including in the security area. The process we are witnessing today
provides an example of progressive integration, leaving centuries-old contlicts  far be-
hind. It opens the way to a more mature and balanced transatkntic partnership and
cotrstitutcs  one of the foundations of Europe’s future structure,
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23. To ensure the continuing success of our efforts wo havo agreed to
. strengthon our process of political consultation and, whore appropriate,  co-
ordination, and have hwuctcd the Council in Permanent Session to consider
math& for ib fkther ~pfOVOm0t.N:

l expand tha scope and intanslty  of our offort  to onsure  that our  raspectivo  approachoa
to problems affecting  our common security are complementary  and mutually
aupprtivo;

- renew our support for our economically  loss-favoured partners and to reaffirm
our goal of improving the present levol of cooporation and ussistance;

- continue to work in the appropriate fora for more commercial,  monotary and
technological co-qeratton,  and to see to it that no obstacles impodo such COI
operation.

Overcoming the Division of Europe

24. Now, more than cvor, our offorts to ovorcomo tho division of Europe must ad-
dxuss ib underlying polithl causes. Therefore all of us will condnuo to pursuo a com-
prehcnbo approach encompassing the many dimensions  of tho East-West agenda. In
kooping  wide our valuoa,  WI place primacy amphAs  on basic freedoms for the people in
Eastern Europe. These am also key slcmcnts for strengthening the stability and security
of all stat08 and for guaranteeing lasting peace on the continent.

2!!, The CSCE  process  oncompssses  ok vision of a peaceful and mom constructive
relationship among all participating states. We intend to develop it fbrthcr,  in all its
dimensions, and to mako the fullest use of it.

We rsco@zc  progress in the implementation of CSCE commitmqnb  by some Eastern
count&. But wo call upon all 01 them to ncognizc and implomont fully tho commit-
ments which ail CSCE  states have accepted. We wilt invoke the CSCE mechanisms - as
most recently adopted in the Vienna Concluding Document - and tho provisions of other
intcmationd agreements, to bring all &Mm countries to

- enshrine in law and practice tho human rights and freedoms agreed in intemationai
covenants and in the CSCE documents, thus fostering progress towards the rule
of law:

- tear down the walls that separate us physically and politically, simplify the
crossing of borders, increase the number of crossing points and allow the free
exchange of persons, &formation and ideas:

I ensure that people  arc not prevented by armed force From crossing tho frontiers
and boundaries which we share with Eastern countries, in exercise of their right
to leave any country, includ;n: their own:

/ . . I



- rospoct  in law and pm&o the right of all the people in oath countxy to determine
fboly and pbdically the natum of ths govsrnment  they wish to have;

- see to it that their peoples can decide through thok olactad  authoritlos what form
of relations they wish to have with other countries;

- gzant the genuine aconomic  freedoms that are linked inherently to the righta  of
tha  hdividuak

- dovolop transparency, especially in military matters, in pursuit of grxator mutual
undoratandlng  and reassurance.

26. The dtuadon in and around Berlin is an osmtial element in Bast-West  relations.
The AUMCO declares its commitmoat  to a free and prosperous Berlin and to achieving
improvementa for the city especially through the Allied Berlin Initiative. The Wall
dividing the city is an unaccoptablo  symbol of the division of Europe. We seek a state of
peace in Europe in which the Osrman  people regains its unity through free aelfdetermi-
nation.

Our Design for Co-operation

27. Wo, for our part, have today reaffirmed that $0 Alliance must and will reinten-
sUy its own efforts to ovmomo the division of Europe and to explore all available
avonuas of co-operation and dialogue. We support the opening of Eastern societies and
rncourago refoms that aim at positive political, economic and human rights dovolop-
moms. Tangible steps towards genuine political and economic reform improve possibili-
ties for broad co-operation, while a continuing denial of basic freedoms cannoout  have
a nogatlvo  effect, Our approach recognixes  that each country is unique and must be
treated on its own merits; Wo also rucognizc  that it is essentially incumbent upon the
countries  of the East to solve their problems by reforms from within. But we can also
play a conmuctivo rdle within the framework of our Alliance as well as in our respective,
bilateral relations and in intoinational organizations, as appropriate.

28. To that end, WC have agreed the following joint agenda for the future
- as opportunities dovelop,  we will expand the scope of our contacts and co-

operation ‘to cover a broad range of issues which are important to both Bast and
West. Our goal is a sustained effort geared to specific tasks which will help
deepen openness and premotc democracy Within Eastern  countries and thus
contribute to the establishment of a more stable peace in Europe:

- we will pursue in particular expanded contacts beyond the realm of government
among individals in East and West. These contacts should include all segments
of our societies, but in particular young people, who will carq the responsibility
for continuing our common endeavour,
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l wo will  seek expanded economic and trade relations with the Eastern countries
on the basis  of commercially  sound tonns,  mutual interest  and mciproclty,  Such
relations should also sewo as lncsntivos  for rati ocono~~lc  rqfonn and thus case
thd way for increased integration of Eastont countries into the titdmatian~ trading
systom;

l we intend to demonstrate throu@ increased co-operation that democratic
institutions and economic choice create the best possible conditions for economic
and social progmss.  The development of such opon systems will facilitate co-
operation  and, consequently, make its ban&its  mom available;

- M important task of our co-operation will ba to oxplom moans to extend Wostom
axperisnco and know-how to Eastern countries in a manner which responds to
and promotes positive change. Exchanges in technical and managerial fields,
establishment of co-operative training prograrnmos,  expansion of educational,
scientific and cultural exchanges all offer posslbllldos which have not yet been
exhausted;

- squally important will be to intolpato Eastern  hropo~  counhios more fully
into efforta  to meat the social, onvironmontal and technological challenges of the
modem world, whore common interests should pmvail.  In accordance with our
concern for global challenges, we will seek to engage Eastern countries in co-
oporadvo stmtagIos  in areas such as the environment, terrorism, and drugs. Eastern
willlngnoss to participate constructively  in dealing  with such challenges will help
furthor  co-operation in other areas as well;

- East-West understanding CM be oxpandod only if our respective societies  gain
increased knowledge about one another and communicate sfpecdvcly.  To
oncourngo an increase of Soviet and &stom studies in universities of our countries
and of corresponding studios in Eastern countries, we arc prepared to ostablish a
Fellowship/Scholarship programme to promote the study of our democratic
institutions, with candidates being invited from Eastern as well as Western Europe
and North America.

Global Challenges
29. Worldwide developments which affect our security interests arc legitimate mat-

tom for consultation and, whore appropriate, co-ordination among us. Our security is to
be seen in a context broader than the protection from war alone.

30. Regional conflicts continue to be of major concern. The cosrdinated approach of
Alliance members recently has helped toward settling some of the world’s most danger-
ous and long-standing disputes. We hope that the Soviet Union will increasingly work
with us in positive and practical steps towards diplomatic solutions to those conflicts that
continue to preoccupy the international community.
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31, We will seek to contain the newly emerging security threats and dostabilizing
consequences  msulting from the uncontrolled spread and applicadon  of mfidom military
tochnologios.

32. In the splrlr  of Article 2 of the Washington Treaty, we will increasingly need to
address worldwide problems which have a bearing on our security, particularly  environ-
mental do-don,  ~SOWCO  ~~ftflb  and #rave economic disparldes.  We ti seek to
do so in the appropriate  multilateral fora, in the widest possible coqeradon with other
staws.

33, Wo will each Auther  develop our close co-operadon  with the other industrial
&mocrucies akin to US in their objecdvos  and p~llcles.

34. Wo will redouble our efforts in a minvlgoratod United Nations, strengthening its
role in conflict sattlomont  and peacekeeping, and in its larger endeavours for world

* pace.

Our ‘Third DimenslotP

35, Convinced of the vital need for lntomadonal c+operatlon in sclonco
and technology, and of its beneficial  effect on global security, wo have for several
dacadas maintained AlliMCO programmes of sciondfic  co=operatfon.  Reco@izing tho
lmpoltMc0 of safoguardbg,tho  onvlronment  we have also co-operated,  in the commttw
on the Challenges of Modem Society, on onvironmontal  matters. These a&id@, have
demonstrated the broad range of our common prusuits.  We intend to @vo mom impact
to our progrsmmes  with now inidadvos  in these areas.

The Future of the Alliance

36. Wo, rho leaders of, 16 free and :?cmwrridc  countries, have dedicated ourselves to
tho gods of the Alliance  and am committed  to work in unison for their continued
fulfllmont. ’

37. At this time of unprecedented promise in international affairs, we will respond to
the hopes thst it offers. The Alliance will continue to serve as the cornerstone of our
socuricy,  peace and f&dom. Secure  on this foundation, WI will reach out to those who
am willing to join us in shaping a mora stable and peaceful intemruionsl  environment in
tho service of our societies,
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Alnmz  II

A COMPREHENSIVE  CONCEPT  OF

ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT

ADOPTED BY

HEADS OF STATE AND GOVERNMENT

AT THE MEETING OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COUNCIL

IN BRUSSELS

ON 2gmAND30*MAY 1989

1.. .
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Tho overriding  objective of the Alliance ia to pmsarve peace in kdom, to pmvent
war, and to establish a just and lasting  psacefkd order in Europe, The Allies’ policy to this
end was sot forth in the Harms1  Report of 1967. It mmaina  valid. According to tha m
the North Ath& Alli~cs’8 Ylnt funcdon is to main&in adequate milkuy  strength and
po&al solbuity to dotor aggression and other forma of prossum  end to dofend  the tonitory
of member counti~ if aegrsssion  should occur”. On that basis, the Alliance can w out
Yb second  fhction, to pursue the search for progress towards a mom atable  r&tior&ip  in
which the underlying political issues can be solved”. A8 tho Report obaelvu&  military
security and a policy aimed at mducing tensiona am “not’contradictory,  but complemenuy”.
Co&tent with theaa principles, Allied HU of State and Govommont havo agreed that
arm control ia an integral  part of tho Alliance’8 security policy.

2. The poasibilltlea  for fkuitfU East-West dialogue have significantly improved in
recent yeata. More favourable condidons now exist for prom towarda the achievamont
of the Allianca’s objectlv~.  The Ailk are ru801ved to gfYMp  this oppommity.  Tiiay will
condnus  to addma both tho symptom8 and the caw of polidcal tension in a manner that
mb the h~timata  SoCurity  intWeSb of ti Stat88 concerned.

3. Tho achlevemont of the lasting peaceful order which tho Allies wok will requi~~that
the unnatural dlviaion  of Europa, and pmiculariy of Osnnany, bo overcome, and that, N
stated in the Helainki  Final Act, the sovereignty and territorial integrity of aU SW and tho
right of peoplea  to self&ermination  be mspacted, and that the righta of all individuals, in-
cluding their right of political choice, be protected. The memban of the Alliance accordingly
attach central importance to further progress in the Conferqo on Security and Cooparadon
in Europe (CSCE) process, which serves as a fnmowork  for the promodon  of poacoful
ovoludon in Europe,

4. Tho CSCE process provides a moans to encourage stable and consuucdve Eest-West
roladons  by incmsing contacts between people, by seeki;lg  to ensuru that basic rights and
fbdoma am mpcted in law and pmcdco,  by fhthering  political oxchanges  and mutually
bonofkial  cooperation across a broad range of endeavowj,  and by enhancing security and
openness in tho military sphere. ‘Iha Allies will continue to demand fU implementation  of
all the +rinciplw and providom  of the HUnki  FInal  Act, the Madrid Concluding l&u-
-t. the Stockholm Document, and the Concluding Document  of the Vionna Mooting, The
last  document maria a major advance in the CSCE process and should stimulate further
benefldal  changes in Europe.
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3. Tho basic goal of the Alliance’s arms control policy is to enhance security and
stability at the lowest balanced level of forces and armaments consistent with tho require-
m8flb ofthe SMgy OfdOtMlWlCU.  TheAlliWl'8COfllfllittCdtO~hiOVin~  COddll~
prom towards all their arms control obi4vu. The further development of tho Compre-
honaive Concept is designed to assist this ensuring an integrated approach covering both
defbncs  policy and arms control @icy: these are complementary and interactive. This work
also re@os full consideration of the interrelationship  between arms control objective8 and
dofsncs  rquhcmenb  and how various arms control measures, separately and in conjunction
with each otber, can strengthen Alliance security. “I%8  guiding principles and basic
objectives which have so far govomed the arms control policy of the Alliance nmain valid.
Regress in achieving these objectives is, of course, affected by a number of factors; Those
include the overall state of East-West  relations, the military requimments  of the Allies, the
progress of existing and future arms control negotiations, and developments in the CSCE
process. ‘The further development and implementation of a comprehensive concept of arms
control and disarmament  will take place against this background.

II. EAST-WEST RELATIONS AND ARMS CONTROL

6. The Alliance continues to seek a just and stable peace in Europe in which all states
CM enjoy undiminished  security at the minimum necessary  levels of forces and armaments
and all individuals can exercise their basic rights and freedoms, Arms control~one cannot
resolve longstanding political differences between East and West nor guarantee a stable
peace. Nonetheless, achievement of the Alliance’s  goal will require substantial advances in
arms control, as well as more fundamental changes in political relations.’ Success in arms
control, in addition to enhancing military security, can encourage improvements in the East-
West political dialogue and thereby contribute to the achievement of broader Alliance
objectives.

7. To increase security and stability in Europe, the Alliance has consistently pursued
every opportunity for effective arms control. The Allies are committed to this policy,
independent of any changes that may occur in the climate of East-West relations. Success
in arms control, however, continues to depend not on our own efforts alone, but also on
Eastern and particularly Soviet readiness to work constructively towards mutually beneficial
results.

8. The immediate past has witnessed unprecedcntcd  progress in the field of arms
control, &I 1986 the Stockholm Conference on Disarmament in Europe (CDE) agreement
reatcd  an innovative system of confidence and security-building measures, designed  to
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promote military transparency and pndictbbility. To date, these have been satisfactorily im-
plomonted.  Tho 1987 INF Treat* marked another major step fonvard because it eliminated
a wholo class of weapons,  it established the principle of s~ymmctrical  reductions, and
provided for a suingont  vorifkation regime. Other a&.icvemcnts  include the establishment
in the United States and tho Soviet Union of nuclear risk reduction centres, the US/Soviet
agreement on prior notification of ballistic missile launches, and the conduct of the Joint
Verification  Experiment in connection with continued US/Soviet negotiations on nuclear
tosting.

9. In addition to agreements already reached, there has been substantial progress in the
START negotiations which are intended to reduce radically strategic nuclear arser~als  and
eliminate destabilising offensive capabilities. The Paris Conference on the Prohibition :f
Chemical Weapons has reaffkned the authority of the 1925  Geneva Protocol and given
powerful political impetus to the negodations in Geneva for a global, comprehensive and
cffectivoly verlfiablc  ban on chemical weapons. New distinct negotiations within the
framowor&  of the CSCE process  have now begun in Vienna: one on conventional armed
forces in Europe between tho 23 ixcrnbers  of NATO and the Warsaw Treaty Organization
(WTO) and one on confidence- and security-building measures (CSBMs)  among all 35
signatories of the Helsinki  Fti Act.

10. There has also been substantial progress on other matters important to the West.
Soviet troops have left Afghanistan. There has been movement toward the nrolution of
some, although not all, of the remaining  regional conflicts in which the Sovret Union is
involved. The observance of human rights in the Soviet Union and in some of the other WTO
countries has significantly  improved, even if serious deficiencies remain. The recznt  Vienna
CSCE  Follow-up meeting succeeded in setting new, higher standards af conduct for
participating states and should sthulat~  further progress  in the CSCE process. A nc**
intensity of dialogue, particularly at high level, between It and West opens new opportu-
niti$s and testifies to the Allies’ commitment to resolve the fundamental problems that
fern&t.

11. The Alliance das not claim exclusive  responsibility for this favourable evolution in
East-West relations. In recent years, the East has become more responsive and flexible,
Nonetheless, the Ailiance’s ccntribution  has clearly beei fkndamcntal.  Most of the
achievements to date, which have been desc&zd above. wcrc inspired by initiatives by the
Alliance  or its members. The Allies’ political solidarity, commitment to defence, patience
and creativity in negotiations overcame initial obstacles and brought its efforts to fruition.
It WJIS the Alliance that drew up the basic blueprints for East-West progress and has since
pushed,them  forward towards realisation. In particular, the concepts of stability, reasonable
sufficiency,  asymmetrical reductions, concentration on the most offensive equipment,
rigorous vorifhxticn, transparency, e single zone from the Atlantic to the Urals, and the
balanced snd compnhcnsive nature of the CSCE process, arc %&m-inspired.

/ . . .



12. Rospecu am now brighter than ever before foi lasting, qualitative improvements in
the East-Weat  relationship. There continue to be clear signs of change in the internal and ox-
tanal  policies of tho Soviet Union and of some of its Allies. The Soviet loadership  has stated
that ideological competition should play no part in inter-state lalafions. Soviet a&nowledge-
mont of serious &or%omings  in its past approaches to international as well as domestic
issues cteatos  opportmities  for prqpa on fundamental political problems.

13. At the samo time, serious concerns remain. The ambitious Soviet reform pro-
porno, which tho Allies  welcome,  will take many yosrs  to complete. Its success  cannot
be t&on for grented given the magnitude  of tho problems it faces end tho tosistanco
genera& In Eastom  Europa, progress in constntctivo  tufonn 1s still uneven  and the oxtont
of these reforms remains to be determined. Basic human r.ghts still need to be firmly
anchored in law and practice,  thou& in some Warsaw Pact countries improvements are
underway. Although tho WTO  has recently  announced and begun unllatoral  reductions in
sotna  of its forces,  the Soviet Union continues to deploy military forces and to maintain a pace
of miliuuy  production in excess of legitimate  defonsivs  rquitemonts.  Moreover, tho goo-
saategic  realities favour the geographically contiguous Sovietdominated WTO as against
the gaq~raphically  separated democracies of the North A& dc Alliance. It has long been
an objective  of the Soviat Union to weaken the links between the European and North
AfndcM tYMeers  of the Alliance.

14. We face an immediate  future that ls promising but still uncertain.  The Alltos and tho
East face both a chsllenge  and sn opportunity to capitalise on present condition8 in order to
Iowa mutual security. The progress  recently made in East-West tulations has givan now
impetus to the sums control poces~ and has enhanced the possibilities of achieving the
Allhco’s arms control objectives, which complement the other olementv oQhe Alliance’s
=-Y pollcy~

III. PRIKIPLES  OF ALLIANCE SECURITY

15, Alliance security policy aims to preserve  peace in freedom by bcth political means
and the maintenance of a military  capability sufficient to prevent war and to provide for
effective defence. The fact thst the Alliance has for forty years safeguarded peace in Europe
bus wities9  to the success of this policy.

16. Improved political relations and the prognssive development of cooperative  SWC-
tums between Bastcm and Western countries are important components of Allisnco policy.
They w enhance mutuai  confidence, reduce the risk of misunderstanding, ensure that then
are in place  nliabla atrangetnents  for crisis management so that tensions can be defused,
nndtr the situation in Europe more open and predictable, and encourage the development
of wider cwperation in all fields.

/ . . .
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17. III underlining the importance  of these facts foi the formulation of Alliance  policy,
the Allios &f&m  that, as stated in the Harms1  Report, tho search for constructive  dialoguo
and coopration wih the countries of tho East, including armg control and disarmament, is
based on political solidarity and adequate military strength. ’

18, Solidarity among the Alliance  counuios is a tLndamental principle of their security
policy, It reflects  the indivisible nature of their security, It is expressed by the willlngneas
of each country to shtue  fairly tho risks, burdens and responsibilities of the common effort
~18  well as its benefits. In particular, rho presence in Europe of the United States’ conventional
and nuclear forces and : f’ Canadian tkrcos demonstrates thnt  North Ame!lcan  and kqean
security interests sre inseparably bound togothor.

19. From its inception the Alliance of Wastom  democracies has been defensive in
purpose.  This will remain so. None of our woapons will ever be used oxcopt in self-defence.
Tho Alliance  does not seek military superiority nor will it ever do so. Its aim has always been
to prevent war and any form of coercion and intimidation.

20. Consistent with the Ailierrcs’s  dofensivo chsractor,  its strategy is one of deterrence.
Its objective is ta convince a potential aggressor before ha sets  that ho is confronted  with a
risk that outweighs any gain - howover  great - he might hope to secure From his aggression,
The purpose of this strategy defines the means needed for its implomontation.

21. In order to fulfil its stitegy, the Alli~ce must be capable of responding appropri-
ately to any aggression and of me&g its commitment to tho defence of the fro&ta of its
members’ t&toy.  For the foreseeable future, deterrence  requires an appropriate mix of
adequate and eff&ctive nuclear and conventional forces which will continua to be kept up to
date when necasq; for it is only by their evident snd perceived capability for e%ctivs use
that such forres and weapons  deter.

22. Convendonal forces make sn essential contribution 10 deterrence. ‘khe elimination
of asymmetries between the conventional forces of East and West in Europe wodld be a
major breakthrough, bringing significant  benefits  for stability and security. Conventional
defence alone cannot, however, ensure  deterrence. Only the nuclear element can confront
M agpssor  with M unacceptable  risk and thus plays an indispensable role in our current
strategy  of wsr prevention.

23. The fundamental purpose of nuclear forces - both strategic and sub-strategic - is
political: to pnserve the peace and to prevent My kind of war. Such forces contribute to
kternnce by demonstrating that the Allies halve the military capability ad the polidcal will

to use them, if necessary, in response to aggre%!crrl. Should aggression occur, uIe aim would
be to nstom cretemnce by inducing the aggressor to reconsider his decision, to terminate his
attack and to Mhclraw  and thenby to restore  the territorial inte@y of the Alliance,

/ . . .
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24. Conventional and nuclear forces, thenforq,  perform different  but complementary
and mutually reinforcing roles. &y petcoivod  inadequacy in okhor of those two elements,
or the impression that conventional forces could bs separated ‘irom nuclear, or substrato~ic
from stts+ogic nuclear forces, might lesr! a potential advarssy to conclude that tho risks of
launching aggression  might be calculable and acceptable.  No single olomont CM, therefore,
be regatded as a subsdtuto compensating for doflciencios  in auy othor.

25. For the fomseoabls future, there is no akemative  strategy for the prevention of war.
‘Ibe implamentadon  of this strategy will continue to ensure that the security interests of all
Alliance  members are fully safeguarded. ‘fbo principles  undoriying tho strategy of dotor-
renco sm of enduring validity, Thsir ptacdcal  expression in terms of the size,  structure and
deployment of forces is bound to ChMgO.  As in the past, those elements will continue to
ovoivs in msponse to ChMgbIg  international circumstances, technological progress and de-
voloptnents in the scale  of the thmat - in particular, in the posture and capabilities of the forcas
of the Warsaw Treaty Organization.

26. Within this overall framework, strategic nuclear forces  provide the uldmato guaran-
tee of deterrence for the Allies. They must be capable of inflicting unacceptable  damago  on
au aggressor  state ovon aftor it has carried out a first strike.  Their number, range, survivability
snd panotradon capability n& to onsum that a potential aggressor cannot wunt on limiting
the con&t or ngarding his own territory as a sanctuary, The strategic nucioar forces of tho
United States provide the comerstono  of deterrence for the Alliance as a whole. Tho
independent  nuclear forces of the United Kingdom and France fulfil a deterrent role of their
own and contribute to the overall detsnancs saategy of the Ailiance by complicating the
planning and risk assessment of 8 potential aggressor.

27. Nuclear forces below the strategic  level provide an essential political and military
linkage between convondonal and strategic forces and, together with t&e presence of
Canadian and United States fotces  in Europe, between the European and North AmoriCM
members of tho Alliance. The Allies substrategic nuclear forces are not designed to
compensate fcxonvondonal  imb&inces,  The levels of such forces in tlis integrated military
structum nevettheless  must take into account the threat l both conventional and nuclear l with
which the Alliance is faced. Their role is to ensure  that there are no circumstances in which
a potential aggressor might discount the prospect of nuclear retaliation in response  to military
action, Nuclear forces below the strategic level thus make an essential contribution to
deterrence.

28. The wide deployment of such forces,smong countries participating in the integrated
military structure cf the Alliance, as well (is the arrsngements  for consultation in the nuclear
ana among the Allies concerned, demonstrates solidarity and willingness to share nuclear
roles and responsibilities. It thereby helps to reinforce deterrence.

29. Conventional forces contribute to deterrence by demonstrating the Allies’ will to
defend themselves and by minimising the nsk that a potential aggressor could anticipate a
quick and easy victory  or limited territorial gain schieved  solely by conventional means.

/ . . .
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30. They  must thus be able to respond approprihely  and to confront the aggrsss~s
immediately and as far forward as possible with, the necessary resistance  to compel him to
end tho conflict and to withdraw or face possiblo recourse to tho use of nuclear weapons by
+heAllios.  The forces of the AMOS  must be deployed and equipped so as to enable them to
f’ulfll this role-at all ties. Moreover, since  the Alliance depends ota  rsinforcomon~  from the
North American continent, it must be able to keep  open soa and air Ynos of communication
betwaun North Am&a and Europe.

3 1. All member countries  of the Alliance strongly favour a comprehensive,  offoctively
vsriflablo,  global ban on tho devolopmont,  production, stockpiling and use of chemical
weapofk Chemical weapons represent a particular case, since  tho Alliance’s overall strategy
of war pmvontion, as noted aarlior,  depends on an appropriate mix of nuclear and conven-
tional weapons.  Pending the achiovemont  of a global  bsn on chemical weapons,  tho Alliance
recognhos  tho noed to implement passive defonca measures, A retaliatory capability on a
limited scale  is mtained  in view of the Soviet Union’s overwhelming chemical  weapons
capability.

32. The Allies am committed to maintaining only tho minimum level of forces neco5881y
for their strategy of deterrence, taking into account the threat. Them is, howovor, a love1 of
forces, both nuclear and conventional, below which tho credibility of datorrenco cannot  be
maintained. ln parricular,  the Miss have always mcognised that the removal of sll nuclear
weapons from Europe would critically undermine deterrence strstegy and impair tho security
of tho Alliance.

33.7710 Alliance’s defence policy and its policy of arms control and disarmament an
cc nplemontary and have the same goal: to maintain security at the lowest possible level of
forces. Thorn is no contradiction between defence policy and arms control p&y,  It is on
the basis of this fundamenw cxUency of principles and objectives that the comprehonsivo
concept of atms control and disarmament should be further developed and the appropriate
conclusions drawn in each of the ~IMR of arms control.

Iv. ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT:
PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES

34. Our vision for Europa is that of an undivided continent where  military forces only
exist to prevent war and to ensure selfdefence, as has always been the case for the Allies,
not for the purpose of initiating aggression or for political or military intimidation. Amrs
control can contribute lo the realisation of that vision as M integral p&-t of the Alliance’s
securiti policy and of our overall approach to East-West  relations.

35. The goal of Alliance arms control policy is to enhance security and stability, To this
end, the Allies’ arms control initiatives seek a balance at a lower level of forces and srma-
ments through negotiated agreements and, as appropriate. unilateral actions, recognising that
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amu  cotmd  ageemonta  am only possible whom thohecjodating partners slxue an intcres~
In acbioving a mutually satisfactory result.  The Allies’ arms control policy seeks to mmovo
dsstabilMttg  asymmotrios  in forces or quipmorrt.  l[t alscr putauos measures designed !o b&d
mutual kWttce and to mduca  the risk of conflict by promoting gmater transparency and
pmd&taMlityintnUtarymattera.

36. In onhtancing socurlty am! stability, arms control can a!so bring important additional
boaofhs for the AU~IC~.  Divan the dynamic aspects of the ama control pmcoss,  the
pdaciploa and rasults embodied in one agmamant  may facilitate othor arms control stops. In
this way arms control can alao make possible further reductions in tho lovol of Alliance forcos
and mtUmOnb,  con8istunt  with the Alliance’s  strategy of war prevention. Furthwrnom,  as
noted in Chapter II,  arms control can make a significant contribution to tho dovelopmont of
more cotut~~ctivo  East-Wost mlations and of a framework for fkthor cooperation within a
mom stable  and predictable international environment. Progmss in ~ITIU control cab also
enhance public confldonce in and promoto support for our overall security policy.

Guldhg  Principles for Arm Control

37. The members of tho Alliance will be guided by tho following principles:

- security: k control should onhanco the security of all Allies. Both during the
hpbmontadon  period  and fotiowing  implOmO~t&ItiOn, the Allies’ strategy of
deterrence and the&ability  to &fond themselves, must remain cmdible  and affective.
Arms control measures should maintain tho Sb~O~iC unity and political cohesion of
the Alliance, and should safeguard the principle of tho indivisibility of Alliance
security by avoiding tho creation of areas of unequal security. Arms control moasums
should respect  tho legitimate  security intomsta of all states snd should not facilitate
the ttansfm or intensifisadon  of threats to third party stat08 or regions,

9 Stablllty: Arms control maasums should yield militarily significant rosults that
enhance stability, To promote stability, srms control measums should mduco or
oiiminate  Thor capabilities which am most threatening to the Akrlco. Stability CM
also be enhanced by steps that promote greater transpamncy snd predictability in
military matters. Military stability requires the elimination of options for surprise
attack and for large-scale offensive action. Crisis stability requires that no state has
forces of a size and conQuration which, when compared with those of others, could
on&lo  it to cdculato that it might gain a decisive advantage by being the first to msort
to arms. Stability also requires moasums which discourage destabilising attempts to
n-establish military  advantage through the transfer of msources  to other types of
annamont.  Agmemonts must load to final msults that are both  balanced and onsum
quality of rights with mspect  to security.

/ . . .
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l Vsrifhbility: Effgtivo and nliablo voriflcation  is a fttndamental rquimmont  for
mu control a@e@mmb.  If emu control is to be offcctivo  and to build confid8nc0,
the vorifiabUtty  of pfopCs44 arms control maasums  mu& themfore, be of central
concern for tho Allienco. Progress in arms control should be maaswed  against the
record of complianoo with existing agreement&  Agreed arms control measures
should exclude opportunities for circumvention.

Alliance Arms Contra! Objectives

38. In accordance  with the above principles, the Allies am putsuing  an ambitious srms
control agenda for the coming years  in the nuclear, conventional  and chemical fields.

Nuclear Forces

39. ‘b INF Agroemont  r%p!Wnb  a miIostone  in tho Allies’  efforts to achiovo a more
socum poaco  at lower lovols of arms. By 199 1, it will kad to tho total Gnination of 811 United
Statoa  and Soviot intermediate range land-based missiles,  thereby removkyr  tho threat which
such Sovnst  systems presented to the Alliance. Implomontation of the agkemont, however,
will affect only a small proportion of the Soviet nuclear arrnoury;and  tho Alliance continues
to face a substantial array of modem and effective Soviet systems of all ranges. The fill
mali8etion  of tho Alliance agcsnda  thus mquires  ihat futhor steps be talcetx

strategic Nuclear Forces

40. Soviet strategic systems continue to pose 8 major threat to the whole of the Alliance

Deep cub in such systems sm in tho dimct intomab  of the entire Wostem Alliance,  and there-
fom their achiovomont constitutes a priority for the Alliance in the nuclear field

41. The Allies thus fully support tho United States objectives of achieving, within the
context of the Strategic Arms Reduction Talks, fifty percent reductions in United States and
Soviot strategic nuclear arms. United States proposals seek  to enhance stability by placing
specific mstrictions  on the most destabilising elomonts of the thmat - fast flying ballistic
missiles, throw-weight and, in particular, Soviet heavy ICBMs.  The proposals am based on
tha need to maintain tho deterrent credibility of the mmaining United States strategic forces
which would continue to provide the ultimate guarantee of security for the Alliance  as a
whole; and therefore on the necessity  to keep such forces effective. Furthonnore,  the United
States is holding talks with the Soviet Union on defence and space matters in order to ensure
that strategic stability is enhanced.

/ . . .
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Sub-Strategic  Nuclear Forces

42. The AllIes am committed  to maintatning  only the minimum numbsr  of nuclear
~oapons nocwary  to support their strategy of dotomnce.  In line with this commitment, the
tnarnbrs of the intograted  mihuy structure havo already  made mJor unilateral cuu in their
subsuatogic nuclear armoq.  The numbor  of land-baaed  warheclds  in Western Europe hos
beon roducsd  by over one-third since  1979 to its lowest love1 in ovot 20 yosrs.  Updating
where necessary of their substrategic systems would result in further reductions.

43. TIM Allios ccmtinuo to face the direct threat posod to Europe by the lsrgo numbon
of shorter-range nuclear missiles deployed on Warsaw Pact territory and which havo been
substantially upgraded in mcont years.  Major reductions in Warsaw Pact systems would be
of overall value to Alliance security. C .M of the ways to achieve this aim would be by tanglblc
and varif!able  reductions of American  and Soviet land-based nuclear missile systems of
shorter range leading to equal csilings at lower levels.

44 But the substrate@  nuclear forces deployed by member countries of the Alliance
am not principally a counter to similar systems operated by members of the WTO. As is
explained ln Chapter III, substrate& nuclear forces fulfil an essential role in overall
AlUanco  dotemnco strategy by ensuring that them are no circumstances in which a potential
aggressor might dincount nuclear mtaliation in response to his militaty  action.

45. The Alllance  maf%ns its position that for the forseeablo  future there is no alternative
to the Allhco’s sbategy for the prevention of war, which is a stratqy of doterrenco baaed
upon an appropriate mix of adequate  and effective nuclear and conventional  forces which
will continue to be kept up to date whom necossasy. Whem nuclear forces am concerned,
land-, sea-, and air-based systems, including ground-based missiles, in thozmsent circum-
stances and as far as can ba foonsean  will bs needed in Europe.

46. In view of the huge superiority of the Warsaw Pact in terms of short-range nuclear
missiles,  the Alli~co calls upon the Soviet Union to reduce unilaterslly  its short-range
missile  systems  to the current levels within tho integrated military structum.

47. The Alliance maffhms that at the negotiations on conventional stability it pursues the
objoctivos of?

-the establishment of a secure and stablo balance of conventional forces at lower
levels;

- the elMnation  of disparities prejudicial to stability and security; and

- the ohhation  as a matter of high priority of the capability for launching surprise
attack and for initiating large-scale  offensive action.

48. lir keeping with its srms control objectives formulated in Reykjavik in 1987 and
reafhned in Bn~sols  in 1988, the Alliance  states that one of its highest priorities in nogo-
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tiations with tho East is reaching M qpimont on conventional force zeductions  which
would achieve tl-e objoctivos above. In thi: spirit, the Allies will make cvory  effort, as
evidenced by the outcome of the May 1989 Summit, to bring these conventional negotiations ’
to M early and satisfactory conclusion. ?ho United States has oxpressed  the hope that this
could be achieved within six to twelve months. Once implement&ion  of such M agrwment
is underway, the United States, in consults&ion with the Allies concern&  ls prepared to enter
into negotiations to achieve a m reduction of hwric~ and Soviet land-based nuclear
missi forces of shorter rati$o to equal and vorifiablo  lovols. With special mfomnco  to the
Western proposals on CFE tabled in Vienna, enhanced by the proposeaS  by the United States
at the May 1989 Summit, the Allies concomod proceed on the understanding that negotiated
mducdons leading to a lovol below the existing lovol of their SNF missiles  will not be carried
out until the results of those nogodations have been implemented Reductions of Warsaw
Pact SNP systems should bs carsied out befom that date.

49. As mgads  the substratogic nuclear forces of the members of tho integrated military
smmuro, their lovol and characteristics must be such that they can perform their deterrent
role in a credible way scross  the mqulred spectrum of ranges, taking into account the threat
- both conventional and nuclear - with which tho Alliance is faced. The qwsdon concerning
the introduction and deployment of a follow-on system for the Lance will be dealt with in
1992 in tho Ii@ of overall security devoIopmonts. While a decision for national authorities,
the Allies concerned recognise the value of tho continwd funding by the United States  of
research and development  of a follow-on for the existing Lance  short-tan80 missile, in order
to preserve their options in this respect.

Conventional Forces

SO. As sot out in the March 1988 Summit statement and in the Alli~co’s Novomh 1938
data initiative, the Soviet Union’s military presence in Europe, at a level far in oxccss of its
needs for self-defence, directly challenges our security ss well as our aspirations for a
peaceful order in Europe. Such excossivo force levels cmate the risk of political intimidation
or threatened aggression, As long as they exist, they present M obstacle to bettor political
mlations between all states  of Europe. The challenge to security is, momover, not only a mat-
ter of the numerical superiority of WTO forces. WTO tanks, artillery and srtnoumd troop
caniors  sre concentrated in large formations and deployed in such a way ss to give tho WTO
a capability for surprise attack and large-scale offensive action. Despite tho mcont welcome
publication by the WTO of its assessment of the military balance  in Europe, thon is still con-
siderable secrecy and uncertainty about its actual capabilities snd intentions.

5 1. In addmssing  these concems, the Allies’ primary objectives sre to establish a secure
and stable b&ncc of conventional forces in Europe at lower levels, while at the same time
creating greater openness about military organisation and activities in Europe.

/ . . .
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S2. In the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) talks betwoon the 23 members of tho
two alliances, the Wostem Allies are proposing:

- reductions to an overall limit on the total holdings of armaments in Europe,
concentrating on the most threatening systems, Lo. those capable of seizing and
hO1&g tOll’itOIJ!:

- a limit on the proportion of those total holdings belonging to any one country in
Europe (since the security and stability of Europe mquire that no stato exceed its
legitimate needs for selfdefence);

-a limit  on stadoned forces (thus mstricting  the forward deploymont and concentration
of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe); and,

-appropriatenumerical  sublimitson forces which will apply simultaneously throughout
tho Atlantic  to the Urals area

These measures, taken together, will necessitate deep cuts in tho WTO conventional
forces  which moat threaten tho Alliance. Tho resulting reductions will have to take place in
such a way 81 to pmvont circumvention,  e.g. by ensuring that the armaments reduced are
titroyed  or otkwisa disposed of. Voriflcation  moaaums  will be rcquimd to ensure that all
statea h8vo confidonco  that ontitlemants am not exceeded

53. These measures alone, howovor,  will not guarantee stability, The regime of
mdw%iona  will havo to be backed up by additional measures which should include measures
of transparency, nodfication and constrains applied to the deployment, storage, movement
and levola of madineas  and availability of conventional forces.

54. Sn the CSBM negotiations, the Allies aim to maintain the momontum~matod  by the
succeasfuJ  implementation of the Stockholm Document by proposing a comprehensive
package of measures to improve:

I

-transparency about military organisation,

- tmnspamncy  and predictability of military activities,

- contacts and communication,

and havo a&o proposed M exchange of views  on military doctrir.e  in a seminar setting.

S5. The implementation of the Allies’ proposals in the CFE negotiations and of their
proposals for further confidence - and security-building measures would achieve a quantum
improvement in EIUO~M  security. This would have important and positive consequences
for Alliance policy both in the field of defence and arms control. The outcome of the CFE
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neSotiadons would provide a framework for deters&in8 the futuxo Alliance force structure
required to porform its fLndamontal  task of preserving peace in Mm. In addidon, the
Alli08 would be ~ilhg to cOntOmpi8t8  w steps to O~~~IICO  stability and security if the
immediate  CFE objectives am achieved - for example, further mdtions or limitations of
convendonal  armaments md equipment,  or the rasttuctwing  of armed forces to mhmco

’ defensive capabilities and further reduce offonsivo capabilities.

S6. 730 Allies  welcome the declared readiness of the Soviet U&n and other WI”0
membsra to reduce their forcoa and adjust them towards a defen8ivo posture and await im-
plomontation of those measures.  This would be a step in tho ditucdon  of redressing the
imbal~co  in force levels existing in Europe and towards mducinng the WTO  capability for
surprise attack. Tho announced reductions demonstrate the mcognidon  bi the Soviet Union
and other WI’0 members  of the conventional imbalance, long highlighted by the Allies as
a koy problem of European  socur@.

Chemical Weapons
,

57. The Soviet Union’s chemical weapons stockpile poses a massive threat.  The Allies
a~ committed to conclude,  at tho earliest date, a worldwide, comprehensive and affectively
votifiablo  ban on all chemical weapons.

58. All Alli~co states subscribe to tho prohibidons  contained in the Cenova Protocol for
the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Wes, and of Bacteriologica Methods
of Warfam. The Paris Confemnce on the Prohibidon  of Chemical Weapons maf%ned the
importastco  of tho commitments mad0 under the Oeneva Protocol and: oxpressod  the
unanimous will of the internadonai  community to ohminate chemical weapons completely
at M early date and thereby to prevent any recourse to their use.

S9. The Allios wish to prohibit not only tho usa of these abhorrent wcqms, but slso their
development, production, stockpiling and transfer,  and to achieve the destruction of existing
chemical weapons and production facilities in such a way as to ensure the undiminished
security of all participants at each stage in tho prcxcss.  Those objectives am being pursued
in the Geneva Conference on Dismnamont.  Pending agreement on a global ban, the Allies
will enforce stringent controls on the export  of conunodities  related to chemical weapons
production. They will also attempt to stimulate mom openness among states about chemical
weapons capabilities in order to promote greater confidence in the effectiveness of a global
ban.
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V, CONCLUSIONS :

Ama Control and Defence Interrelatfonshlps

60. The AlIi~co is committed to pursuing a compmhensive  approach to security,
embracing both arms control and disarmament, and defence. It is important, themfom, to
snsum that intermlationships  between arms COnbd issues  and defence requirements and
amongst the various arms control areas am fully considered. Proposals in any one area of
w control must take account of the impliCatiOf83 for Alliance intemsts  in general and for
other nS~OthtiOUS.  This is a CtVltinUing  process.

61. It is essentiaI  thaf defence  and arms control objecdves mmain  in harmony in order
to enaura  th& complementary contribution to the goal of maintaining security at the lowosr
balanced Isvol of fames consistent with the ra@mments of the AIlianco strategy  of war
pxwvendon,  acknowledging that changes in the thmat, new technologies, and new political
opportunidos  affect options in both fields. Decisions on arms control matters must fully
mflect  the rq&ements  of tho Allies’ strategy of deterrence. Equally, progmss  in arms con-
trol is mkOVMr to military  plans, which will havo to be developc;d  in rho full knowledge of
the objecdvos  pursued in anns control negotiations and to mflect,  as necessary, the msults
achiovod th8nin.

62. In each amaof arms control, the Alli~co seeks to enhance stability and security. The
cumnt nagotiadona concerning strategic nuclear systems, conventional forces and chemical
weqmns are, however, indopendont  of one another:  the outcome  of any one of these
nogotiadons is not contingent on progmss in others. However, they CM influence one
another criteria established and agmements  achieved in one Bita of arms control may be
miovant in other amas and hence facilitate overall progmss. These could affect both arms
control possibilities and the forces needed to fulfil  Alliance strategy, ss well as help to
contribute gononally to a mom pmdictablo  military envimunont.

,

63. The AlIios  sook to manage the interaction among difbent arm ccntrol elements by
ensuring that the development, pursuit and malisation  of their arms control objectives in in-
dividual areas are fully consistent both with each other and with the Alliance’s guiding
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piinciplcs  for effective arms control, For example, the way in which START limits and sub
Urnirs am applied  in detail could affect  the futura flexibility of the substrategic nuclear force8
of membera  of the integrated  militaJy  structure. A CFE agreement would by itself malte a
mqjor coneibution to stability. ‘IUs  would bc significantly fuzthcr enhanced  by the
a&icvcmont  of a global chemical weapons  ban. Ths davclOpment of confidence-  and
security-building  mcasums could influence fhc stabilising measures being conside& in
connection with the Conventional Forces in Europe  negotiations and vice WA& ‘The
nmoval  of the imbalance in conventional fofccs  would provide  scope for further rductions
in the SubStrategiC  nuck fofCcS  of mcmks Of the integrated miiitay  SbuctW8, though  it

would not obviate the need for such forces. Similarly, this might make possible further ~ITIIS
control steps in the convcndonal  flcld.

64. This report establishas the overall conceptual fkncwork within which the Allies will
be seeking progress in each area of arms control. kr so doing, their fundamsnti aim will be
&anccd accurity at lower levels of forces and -en& Taken as a whole, the Allies’
arms control agenda constitutes a coherent and comprchcnsivc  approach to the enhancement
of security  aa: stability. It is ambitious, but we are confident that - with a const~~~tivs
fesponsc from the WTO 32atcs - it can be fully achicvcd  in the coming years.  In pudng this
goal,  the Alliance recognises that ir cannot afford to build its security upon ammo conuol
results  expcctcd  in the future. The Allies  will bc prepared,  however, to draw appropriate  con-
sequcnccs  for their own miliuuy qostuzc as they maJcc concrctc prqrcss through  (umh:
control towards a significant rcducti~n  in the scale  and quality of the military threat thtiy face.
Accomplishment of the Allies’ ~HW control agenda would not only bring grcuncfits in
itself,  but could also lead to the expansion of cooperation with the East  in other arcas.  The
arms control process  itself is, moreover, dynamic; as and when the Alliance reaches
agreement in each of the WWIS  set out above, so further prospects for arms control may be
opened  up and further progress  made possible. .

65. As noted earlier, the Allies’ vision for Europe is that of an undivided continent whcrc
military forces only exist to prevent war and to ensure sclfdefence; a continmt which 110
longer lives in the shadow of ovenvhelming  military forces and from which the threat of war
has been removed;  a continent where  the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all states  arc
respected and the rights of all individuals, including their right of political  choice, are
pro@tcd.  This goal can only bc reached  by stages: it will require  patient and crtacivc
endeavour. The Allies  arc resolved  to continue working towards its attainment. The
achievement of the Alliance’s arms control objectives would be a major contribution towards
the nalisation of its vision.


